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In oduction
Mini Floki ($MINIFLOKI) combines many innovative aspects into one complete smart
contract on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). Combining a team of DeFi marketing
experts with such unique and effective tokenomics helps ensure a complete moonshot
for diamond-handed investors!
The smart contract has been specifically designed to ensure three critical components:
First, a healthy liquidity pool to reduce high volatility. Second, Floki rewards - one of the
hottest meme coins to hit the market and named after Elon’s new puppy. Third, a
marketing and manual buyback wallet that keeps growing and enables us to expand
the project. Without marketing and hype, a project is sure to die, especially in crypto
where a week seems like a month.

In oduction
The manual buyback is such a huge part of our secret sauce. As the team rolls out new
marketing initiatives, they’re able to make the chart look bullish and attractive for new
investors. In addition, big sells are more likely to be absorbed with this buyback should
the development time view it as a strategic buying opportunity to help the chart.
Through this, we can buy at very specific levels and create new floors, breaking past
areas of resistance or forming new support.
Combining all of the above with the support from MASSIVE influencers like Crypto
Messiah, Mini Floki is developing FlokiSwap, the first swap specifically for the hottest
meme coins on the market!

about mini floki?
Mini Floki is poised to become the hottest meme coin on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
in no time flat. Through our expert connections and vast marketing network, we seek to
continue to create hype and awareness around the Mini Floki brand. Yes - you read that
right! We’re not just a coin, we’re creating a brand!
Why is a brand so important? First, there are a TON of Floki coins out on the market. It’s
imperative to be different, but also be top of mind. Elon just got his beloved Floki and
being top of mind is critical to continue capitalizing on all of the hype created as he
keeps sharing more and more photos of his new pet! Second, a brand creates trust
within the investment community. Trust is critical when trying to grow and maintain a
project.

TEAM
But wait, aren’t there a lot of Floki projects out there? How is Mini Floki different and
better? Great question! What it all boils down to is people and execution - we’ve simply
got the best people, the best network and the best execution!
Our team is composed of DeFi experts, both in tokenomics and marketing strategy. This
is NOT our first rodeo - we know what works and what doesn’t. Using this knowledge,
Mini Floki was able to achieve a $2.5MM market cap in its first week alongside both
CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap listings. In addition, Mini Floki trended on every list
possible on CoinMarketCap, creating further awareness.
The team is set to continue delivering again and again for the community! Currently, the
Mini Floki team stands at over twenty active admins.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Maintaining an active and engaged community is critical to ongoing support for Mini
Floki. Our active admin team works diligently to continue to create a fun, entertaining
and welcoming environment for all investors! Since inception, Mini Floki has worked to
ensure the community always has something to do to continue adding value and
creating more brand awareness.
Without an active investment community, any crypto project is sure to die very rapidly.
Our continuous focus on how important a community is to long-term value creation
ensures Mini Floki will continue to gain traction throughout the lifespan of the project.
Community-run contests, Twitter raids, 24/7 voice chat are just a few examples of how
we’re always working to keep the community active and engaged.

TOKENOMICS
Mini Floki is set up for long-term success for both our holders and future
development/marketing. First, 1% of all transactions goes to the liquidity pool, helping
prevent volatility as this pool grows. Second, 5% goes towards buying Floki and sending
it directly to holders’ wallets - two coins for the price of holding one! Lastly, 9% is for
marketing and manual buyback.
What is manual buyback, you ask? Our friendly whale grows with each transaction,
gaining BNB. This BNB is then used to buyback during dips or to create a bullish and
attractive chart for new investors.
With each transaction:
– 1% is added to the liquidity pool
– 5% for Floki rewards
– 9% for marketing and manual buyback
The total supply of Mini Floki is 10 Trillion

TOKENOMICS
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NFT’S & INFLUENCERS
Immediately upon launch, Mini Floki began NFT development to create even more
hype! We’ve got a professional game animation and modeling team in place, ensuring
we can keep pumping out more and more of these, further adding value to Mini Floki
and our investors.

CRYPTO MESSIAH NFT
Crypto Messiah is a well-known Twitter influencer who used to be a mailman. Through
his investments in meme coins, he’s become a multimillionaire several times over and
has now partnered with Mini Floki, often joining the voice chat!
As a show of appreciation, Mini Floki created a custom
NFT specifically for Crypto Messiah that perfectly captures
his story from rags to riches!

FLOKISWAP
In talks with Crypto Messiah one evening, he came up with the brilliant idea of a swap for all of
the most popular meme coins. Seeing as how Crypto Messiah has deep connections with many
of these projects, we’ve decided to help him fulfill this vision.
Mini Floki has begun development on FlokiSwap (launching Q4 of 2021), which will enable users
to swap from one meme-themed crypto to another with a single application. This will create a
TON of hype and awareness for all projects on FlokiSwap while bring additional investor eyeballs
to Mini Floki.
The Mini Floki team has committed to vetting and ensuring the safety of investors before listing
projects, ensuring that only those deemed safe are listed and available for investors to swap.
Crypto Messiah currently has over one dozen active projects selected for the initial rollout of
Floki Swap with more being added ASAP!

Roadmap
Q4 - 2021
DxSale public presale
PancakeSwap launch
Smart contract audit
Community engagement & building
FlokiSwap development & launch
CoinGecko listing
CoinMarketCap listing
NFT development and special releases
5,000+ holder growth target

Q1 - 2022
Additional FlokiSwap development
Ongoing marketing & influencer
partnership development
Continuous integration of
additional memecoins into Mini
Floki ecosystem
Additional NFT development &
releases
Ongoing paid advertising
10,000+ holder growth target

